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The Blame Game 

 

One thing I’ve started to notice over the past few days is US (Trump/Navarro) becoming far

more outspoken against China and the role it has played in the handling of the CV19 crisis. 

 

The language is getting louder, and we are already skirting around possible ‘actions’ that will

be taken in the aftermath. 

 

Trump will be looking for a scapegoat ahead of the November election, and with many

Americans already blaming the Chinese Govt, they are an easy target. 

 

Take the story yesterday from on Navarro lashing out at China  

 

Via RTRS 

 

WASHINGTON, April 27 (Reuters) - White House trade adviser Peter Navarro on Monday

accused China of sending low-quality and even counterfeit coronavirus antibody testing kits

to the United States and of "profiteering" from the pandemic. 

 

Navarro, an outspoken critic of Beijing who President Donald Trump has appointed to work on

supply-line issues relating to the health crisis, said more testing both for the virus and

antibodies was vital to getting Americans currently in lockdown back to work. 

 

"That's where, perhaps, we can find people who are immune, that can be in the workplace in a

more safe environment. But we can't have China, for example, bringing in those fake tests and
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counterfeit tests, because that's going to be very disruptive," Navarro told Fox and Friends. 

 

"There's a lot of these antibody tests coming in from China now that are low quality, false

readings and things like that." 

 

The United States is heavily reliant on China for basic equipment and drugs and the two

strategic and trade rivals have traded accusations during the outbreak. 

 

Navarro accused China, where the coronavirus is believed to have originated in the city of

Wuhan, of spreading the virus to the rest of the world after "they hid it for six weeks." 

 

"They could have contained it in Wuhan," he said. "They didn't. They seeded the world with

this, with hundreds of thousands of Chinese getting on aircraft to Milan, to New York and

other places." 

 

China has rejected U.S. accusations, including from U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, that

it covered up the outbreak, and on Monday Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying

said on Twitter Pompeo should "stop playing the political game. Better save energy on saving

lives." 

 

With more than 970,000 cases and 55,000 deaths from COVID-19, the disease caused by the

virus, the United States is the worst affected country in the world. 

 

On Saturday, China's commerce ministry said it was dropping a requirement that a number of

key virus care products get domestic regulatory approval before export, as long as they are

approved in the importing countries. (Full Story) 

 

It had been stipulating extra approvals at home since the end of March after several European

countries complained that Chinese-made test kits were inaccurate. (Full Story) 

 

On Monday, Navarro charged that during the time it delayed reporting, China "vacuumed up

the world for personal protective equipment" needed by healthcare workers. "And today

China's profiteering basically from this situation," he added. 

 

A week ago, Navarro charged that China may be withholding data about early coronavirus

infections because it wants to win the commercial race to create a vaccine. There are

currently no approved treatments or vaccines for COVID-19. 

 

My initial thinking is that this type of thing will continue to escalate, especially as Biden takes

more of the share of the polling numbers, so be sure to keep an eye on those too. 

 

Trump would rather be King of a pile of rubble than being dethroned, and this makes him a

dangerous man. 

 

A reignition of the economic hostilities with China will have hugely detrimental effects on

weakened markets, so definitely a situation to monitor closely.  

Chart Of The Day – UK Bending The Curve



There is lots of debate on the accuracy of testing and the accurate reporting of causes of

deaths. However, the data we do have suggests that the curve is bending. 

 

However, a downward slope alone isn’t enough; the number of deaths and active cases

needs to be considerably lower before restrictions are lifted.  

 

Lifting too soon risks reigniting the dreaded second wave and, would be a political disaster. 

 

Recent polling suggests overwhelmingly that the British public are more concerned about a

premature relaxing of measures than anything else, so the govt has the cover needed to stay

the current path. 

 

Besides, economically, if restrictions on businesses are relaxed to boost profits, but a second

wave means that the economy must shut down for a second time, it would be catastrophic. 

 

Think of the flooded engine analogy.  

 

Better to be patient than to rush in and cause yet further problems for an already stressed

system.  

CV19 Roundup 

 

Deaths 

 

More than 3.03 million people have been reported to be infected by the novel coronavirus

globally and 210,263 have died, according to a Reuters tally, as of 0200 GMT on Tuesday. 

 

Americas 

 

* More than 993,000 have been infected in the United States and 56,201 have died,

according to a Reuters tally as of 0200 on Tuesday. 

 

* U.S. President Donald Trump said China could have stopped the coronavirus before it swept

the globe and said his administration was conducting "serious investigations".  

 

* Ohio Governor Mike DeWine outlined "first steps" towards reopening the state's economy

and Georgia permitted restaurant dining for the first time in a month on Monday.  

 



* California will step up enforcement of public health restrictions after crowds jammed

beaches, while Michigan Governor Gretchen Whitmer said she will be "guided by data, not

artificial timelines."  

 

* Mexico reported 852 new cases and 83 new deaths on Monday.  

 

* Argentina has banned until September ticket sales for commercial flights.  

 

* One of the 46 people who arrived in Jamaica on a deportation flight from the United States a

week ago has tested positive.  

 

* Peruvian copper mine Antamina, owned by BHP BHP.AX and Glencore GLEN.L, reported 210

cases.  

 

Europe 

 

* Confirmed cases in Germany rose by 1,144 and the death toll by 163. Total cases stood at

156,337 and the death count at 5,913.  

 

* The death toll in France rose by 437 to 23,293.  

 

* Turkey's confirmed cases increased by 2,131 in the past 24 hours, and 95 more people have

died.  

 

* Death count in Italy climbed by 333, but the daily tally of new cases declined to 1,739.  

 

* Russia's infections tally climbed above 87,000. 

 

Asia-Pacific 

 

* Mainland China reported 6 new cases for April 27, up from 3 a day earlier, bringing total

infections at 82,836.  

 

* More than 2,200 Indonesians have died with acute symptoms of COVID-19 but were not

recorded as victims, a Reuters review of data from 16 of the country's 34 provinces showed.  

 

* Thailand reported seven more cases and two new deaths.  

 

* Bondi Beach and two neighbouring beaches in Sydney were reopened. New South Wales

state said it would let up to two adults visit another person's home from Friday.  

 

Middle East & Africa 

 

* Israel will begin a staggered reopening of schools next week if the latest health data does

not warn of heightened coronavirus risk.  

 

* Thirty workers at an offshore oil platform in Equatorial Guinea have tested positive. 

Economic Fallout 

 

* Asian shares and U.S. stock futures dipped into the red, erasing earlier gains, as a renewed

decline in oil prices overshadowed optimism about the easing of coronavirus-related

restrictions seen globally.  

 

* Japan's March jobless rate rose to its highest in a year, while job availability slipped to a

more than three-year low.  

 

* South Korea President Moon Jae-in said the deepening impact from the pandemic will



worsen going forward and said massive job losses are of his concern.  

 

* A recession in Singapore's economy could be deeper than forecast, its central bank said.  

 

 

Headline Roundup 

 

Asia Stocks Trade Mixed After U.S. Rally 

 

Stocks were mixed in Asia on Tuesday and U.S. futures dipped after a modest rally on Wall

Street overnight. Crude oil extended sharp losses from Monday. 

 

Shares slipped in Japan and South Korea. Australia turned lower and Hong Kong climbed.

Chinese stocks fluctuated after a report the country would ease some initial public offering

rules. S&P 500 futures retreated after the index closed at its highest since March 10. West

Texas oil futures in New York slumped below $11 a barrel amid a glut of crude and selling by

the biggest oil exchange-traded-fund. Treasury yields held Monday’s gains and the dollar

edged up. Gold dropped. 

 

Investors will get a slew of corporate earnings and forecasts this week, with reports due from

Amazon.com Inc., Barclays Plc and Samsung Electronics Co. Deutsche Bank AG unveiled a

surprisingly good earnings report, though it warned about looming credit defaults. The

European Commission plans to announce capital-relief measures Tuesday to help keep loans

flowing. 

 

“What’s very important is not to get overly comfortable with the pace of the equity markets in

the last few weeks,” George Toubia, chief investment director at Westpac Private Wealth, said

at a briefing in Sydney. “Given the market has run up a fair bit in the last few weeks, this is an

environment to be far more selective.” 

 

On the virus front: a vaccine could be available as early as this year, according to a coalition

funding nine projects. U.S. cases rose at the slowest pace this month, while states including

Florida and Ohio took steps toward easing restrictions. Italy reported the lowest levels of new

infections in seven weeks and prepared to begin reopening. 

 

These are the main moves in markets: 

 

Stocks 

 

S&P 500 futures fell 0.6% as of 1:17 p.m. in Tokyo. The S&P 500 advanced 1.4% at the close of

trade in New York. 

 

Japan’s Topix Index was down 0.1%. 

 

Australia’s S&P/ASX 200 Index fell 0.8%. 

 

Kospi index fell 0.1%. 

 

Hong Kong’s Hang Seng Index climbed 0.8%. 

 

Shanghai Composite Index rose 0.1%. 

 

Euro Stoxx 50 futures rose 0.1%. 

 

Currencies 

 

The yen was at 107.27 per dollar, after appreciating 0.3%. 

 



The offshore yuan was little changed at 7.0932 per dollar. 

 

The euro traded at $1.0819. 

 

Bonds 

 

The yield on 10-year Treasuries fell one basis point to 0.65% after increasing six basis points

on Monday. 

 

Australian 10-year yields rose one basis point to 0.92%. 

 

Commodities 

 

West Texas Intermediate crude fell 14% to $10.95 a barrel after tanking 24% Monday. 

 

Gold slid 1% to $1,697.29 an ounce. 

 

Detroit Car Makers Target May 18 U.S. Restart Date 

 

Detroit’s car companies are targeting May 18 to resume some production at their U.S. 

factories, according to people familiar with the plans. Executives from General Motors, Ford 

and Fiat Chrysler in recent days tentatively settled on the timeline after talks with United Auto 

Workers leaders and Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer’s office, the people said. 

 

The UAW last week expressed concern that reopening factories early next month—as earlier 

target dates had called for—wouldn’t provide enough time to develop safety protocols to 

protect workers from the risk of infection. The companies continue to work with the union on 

drawing up safety protocols for reducing exposure risk for workers and have made progress 

in recent days, although they haven’t finalized those terms, the people said. 

 

The May 18 start date would apply to all of the Detroit companies’ U.S. factories, even in states 

where stay-at-home orders are lifting sooner, the people familiar with the discussions said. 

 

States Move to Ease Lockdowns as Global Cases Top 3 Million 

 

Texas, Ohio and other states took steps to ease lockdown orders and reopen their battered 

economies, as reported U.S. coronavirus cases neared one million. 

 

Leaders in states hit harder by the pandemic, however, were moving more slowly and urging 

people to stay home as officials sought to expand testing capacity and create contact-tracing 

teams. 

 

After weeks of closures and social-distancing orders in the U.S., states from Mississippi to 

Tennessee to Colorado began to permit some businesses to reopen Monday, welcoming 

customers back and letting some employees return to work. Over the weekend, some 

businesses had resumed in Georgia, Oklahoma, Alaska, Texas and South Carolina, with 

social-distancing measures in place. 

 

Retail stores, restaurants, malls, movie theaters, museums and libraries in Texas will be 

allowed to open Friday at 25% capacity, Republican Gov. Greg Abbott said Monday. He will 

allow a stay-home order now in place to expire Thursday. 

 

“The executive order has done its job,” he said. “Now it is time to start a new course.” 

 



Many are watching Texas’s phased reopening as a test. The country’s second most populous 

state has relatively low rates of Covid-19, but among the lowest testing rates, leading critics to 

say there is no way to know how prevalent the virus really is. 

 

Public-health officials have cautioned that lifting restrictions hastily could lead to a surge in 

new cases. Health experts say states shouldn’t reopen unless they keep new daily infections 

below established thresholds, show capacity for expanded testing and have public-health 

workers ready to track new infections. 

Johnson Urges Discipline While U.K. Plans Gradual Lockdown Exit 

 

Prime Minister Boris Johnson urged Britons to stick with the lockdown that has helped slow 

deaths from coronavirus as his government plans safe ways to reboot the battered U.K. 

economy. 

 

Scientists are drawing up options for easing movement restrictions when the time is right, and 

Chancellor of the Exchequer Rishi Sunak is mulling how to gradually unwind support for 

businesses after doctors reported 360 hospital deaths from the disease, the lowest daily 

number since March 28. 

 

While the 7-day average is showing a gradual decline in mortality, Johnson said lifting the 

curbs too early would risk a “second spike” in infections, and Chief Medical Officer Chris 

Whitty warned the coming months are fraught with uncertainty. 

 

“We are definitely not consistently past the peak across the whole country,” Whitty, Johnson’s 

most senior medical adviser, said at a briefing in London. “We need to view this epidemic over 

the long run, and this has got a long way to run,” he said. “This could go a lot of different 

ways.” 

 

The prime minister, who was hospitalized with the virus and treated in intensive care, returned 

to work Monday to find mounting public weariness with restrictions that have closed shops, 

pubs and restaurants and prevented people meeting friends and relatives. There are growing 

calls for a path to restarting the economy from business owners and members of Johnson’s 

own Conservative Party. 

 

The government is due to review the restrictions at the end of next week, but Johnson said 

the U.K. is close to having the outbreak under control and urged people to hold on longer to 

avoid both a health crisis and an “economic disaster.” 

 

“This is the moment of opportunity,” Johnson said in a televised address to the nation outside 

his Downing Street office. “This is the moment when we can press home our advantage. It is 

also the moment of maximum risk.” 

Oil Slides With Rising Glut Spooking Investors 

 

Oil prices tumbled anew Monday, falling near their lowest level since 1999 in the latest 

demonstration that traders are wary of holding crude with a global glut rapidly expanding. 

 

Monday’s slide reversed a rebound from late last week, reflecting mounting skepticism that 

coordinated supply cuts by the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries and allies 

will prevent the world’s oil storage from filling to the brim. Many North American producers 

are also being forced to curb output and shut in productive wells, but analysts say the moves 

are too little, too late. 

 



U.S. crude futures for delivery in June slid 25% to $12.78 a barrel, dropping near a 21-year low 

from last week. The U.S. price benchmark started the year above $60. 

 

Many investors are reluctant to hold oil-related investments after a futures contract for 

delivery next month last Monday tumbled below $0 a barrel, a first in oil-market history. Even 

though it recovered to expire in positive territory the following day, the crash illustrated the 

dangers of holding oil futures that expire soon. 

 

When such contracts expire, they must either be sold or the holder must take delivery of a 

certain amount of oil by a date in the future. Traders say the dive below $0 was likely driven 

by investors unable to find available storage who were then forced to sell. The expiration of 

the made the June contract the earliest futures contract available to investors. 

 

Traders said Monday’s selling showed investors fear a replay and now are trying to reduce 

their positions in near-dated oil futures. 

 

“No one wants to be the person holding the bag,” said Rebecca Babin, senior energy trader at 

CIBC Private Wealth Management. “They’re looking at where storage capacity is and saying 

it’s too close to call.” 

 

The price crash below $0 “was too scary of an event for people not to have taken notice,” she 

added. 

 

In another sign of investors’ anxiety about holding near-dated futures contracts, the United 

States Oil Fund said in a Monday filing it will sell its positions in the June U.S. crude contract 

this week and purchase contracts several months in the future. The largest oil exchange-

traded fund has roiled markets in recent weeks because it holds a sizable percentage of the 

near-dated futures contracts. 

 

Before recent changes to the fund, those contracts would need to be sold each month before 

expiration and the ETF would purchase the next month’s contracts, resulting in heavy selling 

pressure. That would allow sharp-eyed traders to drive down the futures contract the ETF 

needed to sell and bid up the ones it needed to buy, profiting from the fund’s “roll” process 

each month. 

 

 

Model Portfolio

 

‘Risk On’ was the name of the game yesterday, not a great game to play when you are 

overweight Risk-Off positioning. 

 

The plan has always been to see what Earnings Season brings to the table, so I’m in no panic 

about exiting the short equity positioning.  

 

Elsewhere, Brent prices are starting to look attractive again, as are US 10 and 30yr Treasuries. 

 

As always, check @PiQViP for any updates throughout the day.

https://twitter.com/piqvip


Looking Ahead 

 

Economic data-wise, today is light, US Consumer Confidence for April (not exactly going to be

great!) and the API Crude storage data (expect even more builds!) are the highlights. 

 

We also have a couple of releases from the Richmond and Dallas Fed to keep an eye on. 

 

It is, however, a busy day on the earnings front with a number of big names reporting from all

sectors of the economy, including Alphabet Inc, Merck & Co Inc, Pfizer Inc, PepsiCo Inc,

Starbucks Corp, United Parcel Service Inc, 3M Co, Mondelez International Inc, S&P Global Inc,

Advanced Micro Devices Inc, Caterpillar Inc. 

 

With these big names beginning to report earnings season ‘proper’ begins, with that, we

should start to build a clearer picture of the damage that has been done. 

 

Don’t expect much in the way of future guidance, as you’d appreciated, that’s pretty ffff’ing

difficult right now. 

 

Have a great day, and keep it tight!
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